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HIGH TEMPERATURE SOFT FELT
Soft carbon and graphite felts are long time standards for use as thermal
insulators in high temperature, vacuum furnaces and inert gas, electric furnaces. The
low density of Online Furnace felt enhances performance by allowing your furnace
to both heat up and cool down more rapidly thus resulting in more cycles per given
period of time. Because of its lower and more uniform density, soft felt stabilizes the
temperature in your hot zone and thus creates a more constant atmosphere. Once
incorporated into your insulation package, soft felts will maximize your furnace’s
capability.
Online Furnace SOFT FELT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
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CARBON
97
0.5
3.42
2.4
1.85
2-4
75.62

GRAPHITE
99.9
0.1
3.42
2.4
1.45
<1
62.28
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6
1100
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Water Absorption
Process Temperature
SIZES
Thickness
Nominal Width

3.2mm, 6.35mm, 12.7mm & 25.4mm
1220mm
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Graphite Foil
A flexible material that is uniform in density, purity and thickness. Graphite foil is excellent for
hot pressing applications and is an excellent gasketing agent for temperatures ranging from
–200ºC to +500ºC in oxidising environments. It is useful as a sealing agent for high pressure
and ultra temperature transfer of water, gases, steam and corrosive chemicals.

TYPICAL PROPERTIES ARE:
1. Withstands temperatures up to 3000ºC in reducing or inert atmospheres.
2. Self-lubricating and is manufactured without resins, binders or fillers to alter its chemical
properties.
3. Excellent resistance to temperature changes and exhibits no cold or warm flow
characteristics.
4. High anisotropy of electrical and thermal conductiv ity.
5. Excellent non-wetting properties to ceramics, glass and molten metals.
GENERAL APPLICATIONS :
1. Reflective and gas erosion protection for hot zones
2. Lining for graphite melting crucibles and moulds.
3. Sealing material for valves and shafts.
4. Fills imperfections on gasketing surfaces thus eliminating costly resurfacing.
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